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1. **Background of Study**

Kenney in his book *How to Analyze Fiction*, describes that a work of fiction deals with events that occur in temporal sequence – that is, one after another. The story of a man’s life for example, will include his birth, his growing up, his marriage, his growing old, and his death (1966: 12 – 13).

*The Old Man and the Sea* helped to revive Hemingway’s reputation as a writer of great acclaim. This slim volume also contributed enormously to Hemingway's recognition as a world-renowned writer—--with the award of the Nobel Prize for literature. The popular reception of the novel comes from its part-parable, part-eulogy style---recollecting a by-gone age in this spiritual quest for discovery.

In literature, there are many things that can be analysed both intrinsically and extrinsically, there are elements to study such as theme, setting, character, plot, point of view, style and tone, structure and technique, and so forth. Extrinsically it can be concerned with the author’s biography, social and cultural status, personal experience with life and language, moral values, and so forth.

In this study, the story entitled *The Old Man and the Sea* was selected to be analysed. The character of the old man, Santiago, the boy, Manolin dan the fish, Marlin can be discussed and interpreted through the metaphor analysis. Furthermore, in this study, Santiago as the main character is also analysed from his dedication to his skill which separates him from the pragmatic fishermen motivated by money.

2. **Problem of the Study**

Based on the background mentioned above, the focus of this study is limited to the study of three characters. The problems then appear in this story are:

1. How are the characters analysed metaphorically throughout the story of *The Old Man and the Sea*?
2. What message does the writer, Hemingway want to convey?
3. Aims of the Study

This study is intended to fulfill three aims: the general, specific, and academic aims.

The general aim of this writing is to apply theories related to novella in order to get a better understanding of Hemingway’s book entitled *The Old Man and the Sea*.

Meanwhile, the specific aim of this writing is to find out the metaphorical meaning of the story and what message the writer wants to convey.

The last is an academic aim that is to apply the theory of literature studied in the English Department to write a scientific work which gives contribution to this department, so this writing can be used as a reference to help the student write the same topic.

4. Research Method

There are three aspects of the research in this study; they consist of data source, data collection, and data analysis.

4.1. Data Source

The data were collected from the story entitled *The Old Man and the Sea* by Ernest Hemingway. *The Old Man and the Sea* by Ernest Hemingway was chosen to be analyzed. It was published in 1953, and in this novella, Hemingway reflected much of his own character and experience through Santiago, as the main character.

4.2. Method and Technique of Collecting Data

The data were collected through reading the story intensively and noting down all the information relevant to Santiago, Manolin and the marlin as the focus
of discussion. Then the data were identified in accordance with their type then descriptively presented. The data were collected as follows:

1. The story was selected and carefully noted down the selected items based on the related topic.
2. The metaphorical meaning of the three character was found out.

4.3. Method and Technique of Analysing Data

The analysis correlates to the problems that were formulated. The method used for analyzing the data was descriptive. The data were collected from the above data source and were analyzed by using the theory proposed by William Kenney. 1978. *How to Analyze Fiction*, and theory of Warren and Wellek entitled *Theory of Literature* written in 1962.

5. Analysis

Metaphor is a shift, a carrying over a word from its normal use to a new one. In a sense metaphor, the shift of the word, is occasioned and justified by a similarity or analogy between the object it is usually applied to and the new object. In an emotive metaphor the shift occurs through some similarity between the feelings of the new situation and the normal situation arouse. The same word may, in different contexts, be either a sense or an emotive metaphor. (Richard I. A. in Morner. 1998: 131)

Santiago is an old man who has endured many unpleasant experiences. His wife was dead without any children. For 84 days, Santiago has gone without catching fish. Manolin, the young boy who was like a son to him and since the age of five, the boy fished with him and learned from him, now fishes with another fisherman as being instructed by his parents.

What Santiago wants is not just to survive, but to prove once more his skill, and his identity as a good fisherman, secure his reputation in the community, and ensure for all time that Manolin, the boy will forever remember his memory and become his successor as a great fisherman.
For Santiago, what matters most in life is to live with great favour and nobility according to his beliefs, to use his skills and nature's talents to do the best of his ability, to struggle and endure and redeem his individual existence through his life, and to pass on to the next generation everything of value that he has gained. In these desires, he reflects the desires of us all.

Manolin is Santiago's last and deepest human relationship, his replacement in the generational cycle of human existence, the one to whom he wishes to entrust his skill as a fisherman, the transforming power of his vision, and his memory. As Santiago is a teacher, a spiritual father, and the old man or old age, Manolin is a pupil, a son, and the boy or youth. Manolin loves and cares for Santiago, and at the story's end, he professes his faith in Santiago and everything Santiago represents.

Three times, Manolin professes his faith in Santiago. In accepting the marlin's spear, Manolin demonstrates once and for all that he clearly understands and accepts all that Santiago wishes to bequeath him — and all that comes with that inheritance.

The marlin is more than a great fish in long battle with Santiago, the old fisherman. Marlin is also a creature to whom Santiago projects the same qualities that he possesses, admires, and hopes to pass on: nobility of spirit, greatness in living, faithfulness to one's own identity and ways, endurance, beauty, and dignity.

As Santiago and the marlin remain locked in battle for three days, they become intimately connected. Santiago first pities and admires the fish and then empathizes and identifies with it. He recognizes that just as the marlin was born to be a fish, he was born to be a fisherman. They are brothers in the inevitability of their circumstances, locked in the natural cycle of predator and prey.

The marlin's death represents Santiago's greatest victory and the promise of all those intangibles he so desperately hopes for to redeem his individual existence. But like the marlin, Santiago also must inevitably lose and become the victim. After the mako shark's attack, Santiago eats the marlin's flesh to sustain himself, completing the natural cycle in which the great creature passes on
something of itself to Santiago. Not only are all creatures predator and prey, but all also nourishment to one another. The marlin's brave and unavailing struggle to save its own life becomes Santiago's brave an unavailing struggle to save the marlin from the mako sharks.

6. Conclusion

It is concluded that Hemingway pays a great attention to the skill and hands that Santiago uses in coping with the fish. Santiago lets the fish have enough line, so that it won't break his pole; but he and his boat are dragged out to sea for three days. Finally, the fish, an enormous and worthy opponent, gets tired; and Santiago kills it. Even this final victory does not end the Santiago's journey; he is a still far, far out to sea. To make matters worse, Santiago drags the Marlin behind the boat and the blood from the dead fish attracts sharks.

Santiago does his best to beat the sharks away, but his efforts are not enough. The sharks eat the flesh off the Marlin, and Santiago is left with only the bones. Santiago gets back to shore--weary and tired--with nothing to show for his pains but the skeletal remains of a large Marlin. Even with just the bare remains of the fish, the experience has changed him, and altered the perception others have of him. Manolin wakes him the morning after his return and suggests that they once more fish together.

What Hemingway wants to convey in The Old Man and the Sea is fishing was not merely a business transaction, or a sport. Instead, fishing was an expression of humankind in its natural state--in tune with nature and oneself. Enormous stamina and power must arise in the breast of the fishermen when they are fishing like Santiago. The simple fisherman can become a classical hero in his action to struggle.
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